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The Good Life

A Pizza Slice Company



Unit 5, 29-33 Chalk Farm Road

Camden Town



Executive Summary

The Good Life is a new player in the pizza slice restaurant/pizza delivery industry.

The restaurant is in an extremely busy location that is both popular with tourists, nightlife seekers, creative workers as well

as the local community.

The proposed location has a strong need for additional dining options at all times of the day. The surrounding area is also in

need of an alternative high quality pizza delivery company.

The immediate surrounding area of Chalk Farm Road, Camden has been one of London’s busiest nightlife destinations for

generations and the continued redevelopment of the area as well as the huge amounts of clubs, bars and pubs in the area

show that this area will continue to demand dining options that The Good Life can provide.

Camden market attracts 100,000 visitors every weekend, and The Good Life is perfectly positioned directly opposite the

entrance to take full advantage of these visitors.

The Good Life’s brand and philosophy is the best option to serve this unique, vibrant population with a fresh, fashionable

and exciting menu as opposed to a national chain franchise.

The Good Life’s unique product is ideally positioned to take full advantage of the dining needs of Camden as well as being

able to develop a brand which would be distinguished and instantly recognisable and have the possibility to expand to

further locations and onto other opportunities before year 2.

This business plan will outline a fashionable, exciting and profitable start-up year ahead with future forecasting growth as

we meet the demands of the surrounding community.



Mission Statement



The Good Life will create a unique and fashionable dining experience for its customers. The environment will be architecturally

designed to stand out against all competitors and the menu will be devised by a world class chef that will only use locally sourced

organic meats that will ensure a pizza that is as unique as the surroundings in which our customers will eat their slice. We will sell

our own exclusive branded beer, brewed by our affiliated company The Bison Crafthouse, something which will distinguish our

brand apart from any other.

The Good Life brand will be instantly recognisable and will be a destination restaurant that people will travel from around London to

visit. We will also be the first delivery service offering this high standard of pizza in the surround area.

Our customers are the tourists that flock to Camden everyday, the nightlife seekers, the creative workers, the students that our

neighbours that all seek something new and exciting. We will create a healthy, respectful, creative and fun working environment in

which our employees are fairly compensated and encouraged to respect to customer and the quality of the product and service

we produce. We will seek fair and responsible profit, respecting the suppliers and never compromising the quality of the product.



Keys to Success

The keys to success in this business are:

Delivering a fresh exciting new pizza dining experience.

Offering a brand new craft beer to the area brewed by affiliate company The Bison Crafthouse.

Marketing: promoting a unique fashionable brand, exciting product, and delivery channels for the

community.

Product freshness, quality and consistency.

Pricing effectively with respect to the ingredients, quality, environment and customer demographic.

Create a fashionable, exclusive atmosphere which will drive demand.

Management: products delivered on time, costs controlled, marketing budgets managed.

Reporting and controls in place for inventory and financials.



Objectives

The objectives for The Good Life are:

To establish the market presence needed to support marketing and sales goals and to attract

customers.

To reach healthy monthly sales by the end of the year, and average monthly sales increasing modestly

by steadily through Year 3.

To achieve double digit profit margins.

To develop new products and services by year 2.



Company Summary

The Good Life is a privately-owned pizza restaurant offering a product menu that does not currently

exist in the area and first to offer home delivered pizza of that style/quality. Our customers are tourists,

nightlife goers, students and the neighbouring community.

Company Ownership

The Good Life will be established as a private limited company with Jonathan Wilson as the sole owner.

Start-up Summary

Our start-up costs cover the renovation of the unit from shell state, professional fees, menu design,

promotion and other fee’s and expenses that would be associated with opening our first location.

The start-up costs are to be financed by direct owner investment and a bank loan through government

start-up enterprise schemes or bank start-up schemes.

Services

The Good Life will offer high quality pizza to the community that currently has a limited choice of dining/

delivery options.

The Good Life will operate between 11.30am and 1am everyday. We will consider opening earlier to

provide coffee from our SCAE trained barista’s if there is a demand.

Our menu will include 9 slices of pizza, incorporating meat, fish, vegetarian, vegan as well as gluten

free ingredients.

We will also offer our own exclusive branded beer, brewed by our affiliated company The Bison

Crafthouse as well as a hand selection of other craft beers.

Delivery will be provided by online service providers such as Deliveroo, Jinn and Dine in on start-up.



Market Analysis Summery

Our primary target market are young people who desire a new fresh, fashionable dine-in

experience. The secondary market will be households who demand that same high quality but

delivered to them within the comfort of their own home.

Camden Town has a population of 200,000 and has the highest population of young people

within the whole Camden borough. The market has an estimated 100,000 tourist visitors every

weekend as well as large crowds for the markets in the week.

There is a large community of students in the surrounding area including a 195 room student

accommodation directly on top of the premise. These students pay from £305 per week for their

room.

Camden is home to one of the largest concentrations of bars, pubs and clubs in London, all of

which are either on the doorstep to the proposed location or within a short walk.

Camden is largely a middle class area, with a majority of these households regularly dining out

and using take-out/delivery food service.

Competitive Edge

Our competitive edge is to be the first-to-the-market with this style of pizza slice restaurant in

Camden.

We will offer a new desirable, fashionable restaurant environment for our customers. The

location of The Good Life is crucial as a convenience model to those customers identified in our

market research.

Our Chef will devise a unique, high quality menu that will draw its own attention and acclaim, as

well as our own exclusive brewed beer from The Bison Crafthouse.



Marketing Strategy

To drive customers to The Good Life, we will employ several techniques outlined below.

Branding: Everything that you buy from The Good Life will feature some form of branding. The experience

will start when we take your order, the cashier will ask you your name and give you a “Ticket to The Good

Life” which will essentially be your place in the queue, once the waiter delivers your pizza it will be

presented on a plate which will be branded with slogans such as “This is Anna’s’ slice of The Good Life”.

These personalised plates and tickets are brilliant for customers to take photos of and distribute on social

media. Much like how Starbucks and Coca-cola grew their social media presence.

Social Media: We will use similar social media campaigns that our affiliated company the Bison Crafthouse

has used to build a prominent and impressionable user base. Techniques we will use will call on the

surrounding areas of Camden. We will have partnerships with the local gig venues to provide pizza for the

performing artists in exchange for social media content with the band.

We will also offer customers who post their pizza slices on social media an additional loyalty stamp, this will

increase social media coverage.

The Good Life Brand: We will launch with a press release which will be more accustomed to the fashion

industry. We will launch a “Pizza lookbook” that will look like a fashion magazine photoshoot, featuring high

fashion clothes by Christopher Kane, catwalk models eating our product within The Good Life’s unique

restaurant environment and shot by fashion industry photographers. We feel that this will give the brand a

stand-out press release that can not be ignored.

Students: The large student population of Camden, especially the 195 student room accommodation on top

of the premise will all be able to take advantage of student discounts with our “knowledge is power” student

card.

The Product: The Pizza menu will be devised by a Giles Elstob who recently finished filming “Burnt”, where

he taught Bradley Cooper how to cook for his role as a chef. There will also be pizza’s by chart topping

musician Alex Clare. We feel that these two chef’s will generate wide scale press attention as well as

helping via word of mouth awareness



Web Plan Summary

The Good Life will have a simple yet functional website which will list location, menu and instructions on

how to order online via our partners information, It will also provide links to our various social media

platforms.



Restaurant Fit-out

The restaurant will not look like any pizza slice restaurant that is currently in London, it won’t even look like a

restaurant. Instead it will look like a boutique cafe much like those seen in Aoyama, Tokyo. This is something

which will give it a stand-out competitive edge over any other pizza slice restaurant in London



The restaurant will mix white tiling, chrome fixtures and neon lighting to create a unique dining experience

not before seen in London.

We hope this will exude exclusivity, offer something the customer wants to be part of and therefore raise

demand for the product and brand.



Competitors

There are similar businesses to this that are already established in London, but none in the Camden area.

They seem to exclusively exist in East London, counting 5 between Brick Lane and Dalston.

I done some sit-in research on a Monday and Tuesday night at what I would consider the most like-for-like

model, Voodoo Rays.
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